Coronavirus Bingo
*Please deliver the power point before playing the game.

•

There are four ready-made cards below. You can make more by just coying and pasting
the cards and re-arranging the position of the images on the pasted cards.

•

Read the 'clue' for each key term (not the term) so the students can find the matching
image on their bingo card.

Clues to be read out:
You must do this after touching things or coming inside from outside. Do this more than you
did before- Washing hands
We have to make sure are not near other people so we don't spread the germs in the virus. We
must make sure we are 2 metres apart form people-Social distancing
We want to say this to all the key workers, like nurses, doctors, bin men, supermarket workers,
who have helped people during the time-Thank you
We must use this to sneeze or cough into and throw away straight after-using it- Tissue
We cannot do this with anyone we don't live with as touching other people can spread the
germs- Hug
We should use this in between washing our hands and use it every time we see one in the
school- It is clear and we rub it into our hands. It kills germs- Hand sanitizer
This is how the virus spreads, so we must make sure we cover our mouths with a tissue or our
elbow- Coughing and sneezing
We must put our tissues in this straight after we cough or sneeze into the tissue-Bin
A fun way to stay in contact with friends and family- Zoom/ Face time
Tiny germs that are so small you can't see them-Virus
If you get on public transport you have to wear one of these. You have probably seen lots of
people wearing them! It's nothing be scared of. They are worn to help stop spread the germsFace mask
The virus lives in this which is why it's important to wash our hands and throw our tissues
when we sneeze- Snot
If you don't have a tissue and you need to sneeze or cough, DON'T use your hand, use this
other part of your body- Elbow
You should sing this song twice whilst washing your hands because then you know you've
washed your hands for long enough to kill all the germs-Happy Birthday
You must use this when you wash your hands because it kills the germs. If you just use water,
it won't work!- Soap
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